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About This Game

The main hero of the game is a druid who is looking for a teacher to gain wisdom, but his way lays through the magic forest that
contains a lot of obstacles and riddles.

You will have to collect magic runes that give you different abilities, solve puzzles and help forest dwellers to find your teacher.

Features

 Magic forest atmosphere;

 Stylized graphics;

 Big set of different abilities;

 Large number of interesting puzzles.
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This got dull very quickly. Terrible carrier progression, bad A.I and handling. Avoid. Fun to get stuck in to melt away time :).
Only got this for achievement and then they remove the achievement.. This does not work do not buy it unless he fixes it by
DALLAS THAT WORKS THIS DOES NOT!. This is my childhood game. It's probably not well known outside Russia, but I
think it's one of the best games made in 90-s. It has so many interesting features that I rarely see even in modern games. Voxel
landscape, fully destructible, is one of them. Would be nice to also have ZAR2 (known as Mission Pack) which features
improved renderer on Windows via OpenGL? I've actually got both ZAR & ZAR2 on CD right here on my desk. Such a
nostalgia.

Oh, and it's made by same people who later will make IL-2 Shturmovik.

+ Amazing soundtrack
+ Meditative gameplay
+ One of the first games with actual physics
+ Could be hardcore
- Repetitive
- Blank environment. A sweet little metroidvania, with classic movement upgrades and gaining access to new areas all over the
map after picking each next one. Also has weapon and health upgrades which simplify further exploration. Controls work
without much problem, and the early introduced concept of fall-jump is a pretty interesting mechanic that allows for a bit more
inventive level design.

The 43 scrolls scattered all over the map describe the story from perspective of both the Alchemist and Apprentice, and the
obligatory boss fight at the end provides conclusion to that story. It starts off from saying that Apprentice was betrayed by
Alchemist, but later on it becomes apparent that Apprentice was not exactly in the right.

In the end, this game takes just a couple of hours… but it's a couple of hours well spent.. Cool game but quite short, would love
to see some new levels.. Another Rebellion cash grab. The game costs 50 euros and is released along with DLCs amounting to
63 euros. This is just classic Rebellion, they have been doing the same with their Sniper Elite series and now they are doing it
with their new games as well, they release "a part" of the game and then pack up MORE content than there is in the original
game in DLCs ON RELEASE instead of including it in the game.

The gameplay is fine. If you expect this to be like ZAT or build on the core concepts you will be disappointed. The core
mechanics of the game are too simple, the difficulty is too easy, and the puzzles are repetitive.
There is no scoping, unless you get one of the "special" guns at random, that you have to pay for, each map, at specific locations,
for cash you get during the map.

About the in-game cash, there is no sharing in multiplayer, so either you work out how to share or someones grabs all the coins.
Also random loots in chests matters way more than actually making headshots and keeping up streaks, which makes the combat
even more unrewarding.

This game is a decent buy for multiplayer, if you can get it at less than 20 euros, otherwise it's just really disappointing. Mostly
due to the fact that they could have easily transfered the core concepts of ZAT and developed those to a make a different and
more full game. Instead they just made the same game with simpler mechanics that doesn't really work.. Ignoring the issues
others have mentioned - boring, easy, repetitive, RPG elements VERY minimal, no reason to complete most of their challenges
- my chief complaint is that suddenly, after 8 hours of play, all my menu text disappeared. Restarting didn't fix the issue...ok
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fine, I'll verify the files. 2 files redownloaded. And then apparently the issue was my saved game, because it wiped it. So I
thought I'd test it again. Started brand new game with no issues. Exited game. Verified - 2 files redownloaded. Started
Gyromancer again...yep, save game wiped again. This is a MAJOR issue and I realize it's a rather old game but the thought of
replaying the last 8 hours made me never want to touch this again. Do not buy.
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No.... Just.. Just no... This game really isn't too great. First off, we die when we haven't even done anything. And trust me, this
isn't only going to happen once or twice, this happens literally every two ♥♥♥♥ing minutes. I actually tried to make it for more
than two minutes, but the ♥♥♥♥ing fighting mechanic is garbage, worse than the 2015 Godzilla game, but this is
just♥♥♥♥♥♥ The only thing wrong in that game was the fighting mechanic, but seriously, this game is even worse. Why can
we only be a lion? What about a tiger, or a leopard? Hell, why not even the Predator himself? That's the reason I bought this
game. Can we please get a decent simulator that isn't a ripoff of Goat Simulator? If you're looking for a game where you play as
a predator, this isn't the one to buy. I might've thought this might've been that mobile game where you could play as animals
from Africa and dinosaurs like Spinosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, etc. But no, of course it wasn't... Just don't buy this, it's not
worth the three dollars. Now come to think of it, I'm sure the budget of this game IS only three dollars.. Pretty good arcade-style
gameplay. Fast-paced, simple graphics, good gameplay. Even though this was released in 2017, it looks like it could have been
an arcade from the 1980s.. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games they don't leave such a dark and eerily
haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to it most games leave out the fun little
puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't fend off until you find their
cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't wait to play all the episodes.

-The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low.. Whenever I
select a Hydrant/Vending Machine, It freezes up and plays some weird low pitched sound... It's cheap and it's quite grand music.
Worth the quid.. boring no fun dont buy

Update 1.0.3:
- Changed some voices;
- Added auto-save during dialogues;
- Minor bug fixes.. Druid soundtrack DLC is avalaible on Steam:
If you liked the music in our game then you can get it by purchasing soundtrack DLC 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/946130/Druid__Soundtrack/. Update 1.1.0, Mac OS and Polish language support:
Hello! 

Today we have updated the game to version 1.1.0 

List of changes:
- Added support for Mac OS; 

- Added Polish language; 

- Change the appearance of the interface; 

- Added a secret alternate ending; 

- Minor fixes. 

Thank you all for your feedback! . "Lanternium" demo version is avalaible:
Hi all! 

Demo version of our game Lanternium is avalaible in Steam now. 

You can download it from a Lanternium game page
https://store.steampowered.com/app/618210/Lanternium/. Lanternium Release Trailer:
We’re happy to announce the release trailer of our game Lanternium!
The release date is April 22. 

Lanternium Release Trailer

. Replacing Chinese localization:
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Hello! 

We decided to replace the Chinese localization due to the fact that the old version was incomprehensible to users. 

We also apologize to all who could not play our game because of the mistakes of the past localizer. . Update 1.2:
Hello! 

Today we have updated the game to version 1.2 

List of changes:
- Added Chineese language; 

- Game optimization; 

- Minor fixes. 

Thank you all for your feedback! . Update 1.0.2:
- Fixed some text translation into english
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